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Abstract

This study examines how medical knowledge of women is

socially informed in historicall~._specificcontexts. The

case of obstetric and gynecologic knowledge of the 1950s is

the focus of this investigation of the social character of

medical knowledge.

Thera is a prevalent notion that error results when

medical knowledge is socially influenced. However, in the

present work. social influence is seen as involved in the

production of all medical knowledge. Thus. the present

study offers an alternative conceptualization to dualist

.models where the medical and the social realms are

considered separate entities. In such models. social

influences are posited as factors external to medical

knowledge. Rather. it is suggested bere that the production

of~medical knowledge of women is a process consistently

informed by its sccial context.

The social production of medical knowledge is

indicated by the ways in which professional concernSi social

notions of women and gender relations. and the socio-
"',

political context were employed as resources in the

construction of obstetric and gynecologic knowledge during

the 1950s. The technical distinctions made in that
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knowledge of women's reproductive health arose out of the

social resources available to the medical profession in that

postwar period. Social concepts of femininity and

domesticity are resources displayed in the categorizations

of medical normality and pathology generated or accepted by

1950s obstetricians and gynecologists.

The form and content of obstetric and gynecologic

knowledge. then. reveal how medical. technical terminology

acted as a rhetorical strategy. This strategy allowed

decisions to be made about norms and to be presented as

neutral and asocial. However, the present research suggests

that obstetric and gynecologic knowledge was inherently

social in its production and maintenance.
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Introduction

Dec~~s~r~~ti~~_MedicalCatego~ie~

This work examines the question of how the social

context of the.1950s influenced the generation of medical

knowledge of women during that period. This project falls

within the larger realm of the Sociology of Scientific

Knowledge. While this study focuses on medical knowledge of

women, it also draws upon the broader notion of the social

character of scientific knowledge in general. Much of the

recent literature on medical knowledge of women suggests

that medical knowledge is social. though it is presented as

technical and objective on the whole. The present study

undertakes a more detailed examination of precisely ~~~

medical knowledge of women is informed by social context in

historically specific ways. It draws on research in the

Sociology of Scientific Knowledge to further investigate the

social character of medical knowledge of women.

The specific issue addressed in the present study is

whether or not only incorrect medical knowledge is social.

This is the prevalent assumption in current approaches to

the research on medicine and women. While my project

continues the assumption that inaccurate knowledge is

socially-informed, it further suggests that the s~cial
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character of medical knowledge is not limited to "incorrect"

knowledge of women. It is an inquiry which asks about the

social "origin" of all categories of medical discourse.

Current bodies of literature in the sociology. philosophy

and history of medicine fields indicate that medical

knowledge is!.!1.tl~.~~n._~}.:Y social in its construction. and that

there is no such thing as medical knowledge free of social

context. 1 My research takes this lead and suggests that

error or inaccuracy is not the prime indicator of social

influence or context.

Furthermore. this means that the study taken up here

attempts revision of the positivist. internalist

understanding of medical knowledge which dominates the

literature on medicine and women. At present. most works

asstime that wh~t is taken to be the "rational" explanation

or real truth about women's medical conditions. eventuallY

will be revealed. This suggests that the achievement of

accurate. non-ideological knowledge is subverted by social

influences external to the construction of knowledge itself.

For example. although Riessman discusses the social
___•• _ .. _ ••• __ •• _ ••--. 0 ~h.

1 ~_~. for example, Michel Foucault. ~li-~__.B_~rt~._~_~._!-~_~Ji~i.~._ ...
An__~r_ch~eolog~_of .J!~.,!i..E._~.! ..R~l.:_c_~.l)tig!!, New York: Pantheon
Books. 1973: Roland, Charles G.• ed .• ~~~~t~L_~is~~s~d

~ediciE~~~a~s i~_~_~na_di_aE_}list~;!. Toronto: Clarke
Irwin Ltd .• 1984: Turner. Bryan S .• Ih~__..~odL~E.~ __Soc~ety._

E~~!..?r:!_~_!0!l_~.~.l'l ....~c.?..£.i.~J_I!leo~ ..~. New York: Basil Blackwell.
1984: Webster, Char les. ed.. ~.~~lo~~.•_.~~.<:tj_?.i!1..~ ..... ~.!!.<! .._~~_c i~_t.¥.._~.

!_840-!.~!Q., Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, -1981:
Wright, Peter and Andrew Treacher. ads., I.~_~_P-.r..~bJ_~.!!._~f

~~.~.!.~~1_...I5!!.~!_l~~.~.g_e.. .:. __ .~~_~.!'J_n ~~~_..~!t~ ._~<?..c..!_~.! ..~.9_~~..t._J.:'_~_~_~j.~E.-.2.!
Medicine. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1982.
~,.._."-..-",,, _.... .'

:-::



construction of science and medicine, her formulation of how

medicine is social entails a separation of the medical and

3

so,=ia1 realms. This disjunction is evident in her comment

that "medicine is a social enterprise, not merely a

scientific one."ll There is commonly a divergence

conceptualized in'the literature between rational, objective

medicine and social factors (such as patriarchal interests)

which invade presumably "pure" medical knowledge from "out

there." "The result," writes Pirie of this assumption.

is a somewhat simplistic causal model
which argues that ideological forms of
knowledge flow in a more or less
undiluted form from patriarchal
structures of control and deposit
themselves unproblematically on
unwitting, passive subjects.-

According to the model Pirie criticizes here, apolitical,

value-fr~e knowledge is assumed to be a possibility for

medical science.

The present study investigates. rather, how the

interests of medical groups may not be "non-medical

motives," social factors impinging from without, as is often

claimed'· It asks how medical knowledge can be characterized

as social knowledge, inseparable_from the society within

which it is articulated. At issue is how the "reality" of

2 Riessman, Catherine Kohler, "Women and Medicalization: A
New Perspective," So.cial.. PolL<?.¥-. 14, Summer. 1983: 4-5.
3 Pirie, Marion. "Women and the illness role: rethinking
feminist theory," T~_~.....9.~_t:!adian._ Rev!ew of__~~..9i_9): ...C?~.~_.~!).~
AI!:.th.!,_C?,polo~.¥-, 25: 4, November, 1988: 631.
4 Pirie maintains this' problematic division between medical
and non-medical motives. Ibid.: 630.. .



women's medical conditions. as presented in medical

knowledge. is the outcome of a process in which the medical

and the social are intertwined. 6 Concerns about women's

changing social position during the 1950s, for example. may

not have been superimposed upon factual. correct medical

knowledge. Rather, the present study investigates the

possibility that the process of construction.of that

knowledge involved the use of cultural notions of women as a

resource for the construction of medical knowledge. It

examines, in addition, the various struggles in which

factions of the medical profession were engaged over the

employment of those resources.

In short. this research asks how. despite an apparently

neutral. medical foundation. social concepts were employed

as resources in the construction of technical distinctions

4

in medical knowledge of women. The rele~ance of cultural

resources for the formation of scientific categories is

basic to the process of knowledge production. As Barnes and

Shapin observe of the reliance of science on such resources:

5 It is important ·to remember that knowledge is created by
social actors. producing "reality" through the social
construction of that knowledge. Knowledge is not simply a
passive entity influenced by externals: .' ... the argument
that medical knowledge is an important constituent in the
shaping and construction of reality and not just a product
of- it asks for a degree of reflective thought often absent
in the medical sociology field." M.R. Bury. "Social
constructionism and the development of medical sociology,"
~.££..i;..2_!0 ~¥__.2..LJ:L~_~!.~.~_._.~1?-_(L.l!..!_~ ~~_~. V0 I . 8. # 2, J u n e, 1 986 :
148.



We think and act on the basis of the
resources our culture provides ... The use
of cultural resources to construct
scientific theories is an observation of
what happens, not the casting of an
aspersion. 8

What this statement suggests is that scientific reliance on

cultural resources is not automatically problematic. as it

does not necessarily result in error or bias in the

scientific knowledge produced; rather, scientific knowledge

is consistently reliant upon social resources.

The present study is also concerned. then. with which

cultural resources were drawn upon by the medical profession

during a specific period of time. The time focused on here

is that of the early postwar period, the 1950s. The primary

reason for the selection of the 1950s is that this period is

characterized as having been one of conservatism and

restabilization. a period in which gender behaviours were

5

strongly prescribed. I have thus inquired into the

production of knowledge about gender and more particularly

about women. The present work looks at medical knowledge of

women and those conditions which characterized the decade of

the 1950s in examining the question of whether or not the

then perceived social conditions of the period became

6 Barnes, Barry and Steve Shapin, "Darwin and Social
Darwinism: Purity and History," in Barry Barnes and Steve
Shap in, e ds., Nat u r ~.L.Qr d e r ..:...__.!!_!.§..~.~r i_c:?_~.!__~_~_~!_~.~ <?.f.
§._£..!.~~.!.!iic_C~Jt_~.~., Beverly Hills: Sage, 1979: 138, cited
in Cynthia Ea g 1e Russet t ,~.~.!~~_~_~£_t~~.~~_:......__I~.~ ... Y.~_2.~_C?.~ ..t~!!
Conitruction of Womanhood, Cambridge, Massachusetts:_ •• ••••••_ _._•••__ _ _ _ .. _ ..__..~__..' .. e _

Harvard University Press, 1989: 185.
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































